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Cleveland Community Police Commission (CPC)
About Us
Established: Created in 2015 by the Consent Decree
Main mission: To make recommendations on the policies and
practices related to police practices that reflect the values and
priorities of Cleveland residents.
As part of that, we aid in providing transparency in the police
reform process.

“

the conduit between community and the reform
process - and to be the place where Cleveland
comes together to talk about the type of police
services that it wants and needs.
- Cleveland Police Monitoring Team

We are not an anti police organization out to “skewer” anyone. We, on behalf of all the people of Cleveland, want the best police
department possible for its citizens. We want fair and just treatment of all citizens and fair and just organization principles inside the
division. Our agenda is simple: Bringing the will of the citizens into the process of policing and instilling the values of the many
communities here into the organization of the Cleveland Division of Police.
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Three truths:

#1

There is no doubt that there have been many officers who have served in
Cleveland that have made a positive impact in someone's life. There are acts
of good.

#2

There is no doubt that there have been many officers who have served in
Cleveland that have had a negative impact in someone’s life. There are acts
of wrongdoing.

#3

Sometimes, these statements can be true of the same officer. This is the nature
of human complexity.
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There are constant truths at the organizational level as well:

#1

There is no doubt that collectively the Cleveland Division of Police have
committed acts of good.

#2

There is no doubt that collectively the Cleveland Division of Police have
caused harm.

#3

Organizations are also complex and inherently neutral, not good or evil,
but it is convenient to personify them for many reasons in this way. This is
especially true of law enforcement.
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More Truth-telling
FACT:

Police reform and law and order can co-exist. In fact every single
document we reviewed treats them as relational. They put the heavy
burden for change leadership on police, not the community because
they are civil servants.

FACT:

There are other culpable government players in the reform process.
The police often say this and they are right; politicians, prosecutors,
courts, judges, social services, and other city departments are also
contributors to many of our systemic problems with fair and equitable
justice in Cleveland.
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100 Year Constants: Initial Impressions
●

Crime is ever present in Cleveland, often at “high” levels. Fear of crime, particularly violent crime, is also
ever present. Police impact on crime levels is negligible or unproven based on our reviewed data.

●

Cleveland Division of Police are always described as having a high to moderately high number of
personnel based on population when compared to other cities. This is even true in the toughest times of
fiscal crisis.

●

Changes in leadership happen at an extremely high rate in Cleveland. There is no doubt an impact to
police reform. The Jackson administration is the exception. 19 mayors in the period of 100 years and 40
police chiefs since the Division was created.

●

The relationship between the majority white, male police force and communities of color has never
been good. Until recently the police held all the power and there is a well document history of racism,
brutality and other discriminatory police practices in Cleveland against minorities.
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100 Year Constants: Initial Impressions
●

Morale is described as low in the Division in the majority of cases it is studied. Low morale appears to be
the baseline of the Cleveland Division of Police. The players and “ins” and “outs” may change but the
In-fighting, cliques, favoritism and racial inequalities inside the department are well document, toxic
and enduring throughout the century.

●

Change inside the division does not keep pace with changes in the city itself or even in law enforcement
nationwide. It's not even close. Cleveland Division of police is an extremely siloed bureaucracy. This is a
significant source of internal and external tension.

●

Reform is a roller coaster ride in Cleveland, we get studies and reports, we make some progress, courts
sometimes intervene, then there is backslide or a new problem which starts the cycle over.

●

Most recommendations for change are ignored or have the life expectancy of the administration in
charge. There are some exceptions which we will cover in more detail during the conclusions.
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The 20’s and 30’s
The system is broken
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1920s-1930s Political Climate
●

Partisan politics - Cleveland was heavily Republican with pockets of Democrats among some immigrant communities.

●

Cleveland is the 5th largest city in the U.S. (800k), with around 1,300 police officers.

●

Crime is increasing in America, and Cleveland is no exception; Prohibition has lead to a huge spike in organized crime.

●

“Growing feeling of insecurity in life and property” among Clevelanders; high murder rate, property crime and stolen cars.

●

“Critical lens on police performance and crime control. The “law and order argument” is forming. Civil liberties vs police
intervention is a concern.

●

There is an ethnic and religious power struggle in the City, i.e, Catholics and Masons as the “in’s” and “out’s” depending on
political power at the time.

●

Neighborhoods were changing with industrialization and migration of black and brown residents to Cleveland; there were
70k black residents in 1930. Although Cleveland has had a long history of black citizens settling here in the 20’s and 30’s
there is significant discrimination and even Jim Crow legacy segration. The public relied on police to enforce these things.

●

Crime is both independent and organized; bribery of officers and officials by criminal enterprise exists as a matter of fact.

●

The police reform movement is in its infancy; there is a push by some to better study and understand policing.

●

Labor unions were growing and changing. Police v. Labor was the norm.
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1920’s - 1930’s
Significant Events*

Significant Documents
Date

Document

Date

Event

1922

Cleveland Foundation, Criminal Justice In Cleveland

1920-1
933

Prohibition and repeal

1931

The National Commission on Law Enforcement and
Observance (Wickersham Commission)
Lawlessness in Law Enforcement

1920

The American Civil Liberties Union
* National Association of Colored Persons 1909/12

City of Cleveland, Reorganization Police Department

1929

The Great Depression

1934

Fraternal Order of Police Lodge #8

1936

Brown V Mississippi

19351942

Eliot Ness “the Reformer” or “the Boy Scout” is Safety Director

1938

* This list is not intended to be all inclusive. We agree there are many more unmentioned events that are also “significant”
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Organizational Study
●

Cleveland Foundation Project

●

May be first Organizational Survey of a Police
Department in U.S. and first “Statistical method” study
of a criminal Justice System

●

Director Felix Frankfurter head of Harvard Law School,
Original Co-Founder of ACLU and Supreme Court
Justice

●

700 pages of observations and recommendations for
whole system change

●

Draws comparison to progressives in European
countries and the need for American policing to follow
suit in professionalization

●

Mostly silent on criminal misconduct; instead focuses
on ethics as a leadership quality
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1922 Cleveland Police Foundation Study:
Criminal Justice in Cleveland

“

Police machinery in the United States has not kept pace with modern demands. It has
developed no effective technique to master the burden which modern social and
industrial conditions impose. Clinging to old traditions, bound by old practices which
business and industry have long ago discarded, employing a personnel poorly
adapted to its purposes, it grinds away on its perfunctory task without self criticism,
without imagination, and with little initiative.
From this general indictment the Cleveland police department cannot be excepted.
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Reform Key Highlights 20’s & 30’s
Problem or Concern

Reform Recommended

Sources recommending

Loyalty of leadership to existing
politics/favoritism

Get outsiders to lead the department; preferably a civilian with
experience in human relations

Criminal Justice in Cle.
Eliot Ness

No standards for quality of promoted
officers

Promotions based on merit, modify civil service promotions

Criminal Justice in Cle.
Eliot Ness

Conflicting rules about who is in
command, convoluted hierarchy

Change Charter, One Civilian Director, Streamline authority,
and improve organizational efficiency

Criminal Justice in Cle.
Eliot Ness

Outdated boundaries, corruption in
precincts

Consolidate stations (17 in 1922)
(CJC first recommended mini-stations)

Criminal Justice in Cle.
Eliot Ness

Poor detective work, low
solve/clearance rate

Specialized or separate detective bureaus
(CJC recommended that it be a bureau outside of the CDP)

Criminal Justice in Cle.
Eliot Ness

Poorly performing officers, some with
low moral character and ability,
drinking on the job

Improve recruiting, recruit based on character and fitness for
police work; (CJC implied hiring fewer, more competent
officers at higher pay)

Criminal Justice in Cle.
Eliot Ness
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Reform Key Highlights 20’s & 30’s con’t
Problem or Concern

Reform Recommended

Sources recommending

Many officers lacking essential
policing skills

Improve police training, make the academy more like a
university with outside experts teaching courses

Criminal Justice in Cle.
Eliot Ness

Discipline is frequently overturned by
Civil Service, often political in nature

Change discipline process and modify/remove civil service to
make it easier to discipline bad officers

Criminal Justice in Cle.,
Wickersham, Eliot Ness

Officers working with organized
crime; take bribes; shake downs

Go after corrupt and abusive officers

Wickersham
Eliot Ness

Officers use the “3rd Degree,”
engage in gang activities

End police brutality and encourage de-escalation
(Ness introduced de-escalation and defensive only training)

Wickersham
Eliot Ness

Lack of clarity on what is effective
policing and ways to improve

Improve data collection

Criminal Justice in Cle.
Eliot Ness

Slow response times, lack of service;
dangerous driving

Utilize more auto patrols, fewer foot patrols; increase traffic
enforcement

Criminal Justice in Cle.
Eliot Ness
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Reform Key Highlights 20’s & 30’s con’t
Problem or Concern

Reform Recommended

Sources recommending

Lack of community trust

Community outreach and engagement

Eliot Ness

Juvenile delinquency, poor impact of
police on social factors

Expanded social programs for youth, e.g., Scouting, Boys and
Girls clubs, etc.; establish a social services bureau

Eliot Ness
Criminal Justice in Cle.

Insufficient staffing

Do more with existing officers; improve efficiency (Ness faced
budget cuts and CJC unconvinced it was a lack of officers)

Eliot Ness
Criminal Justice in Cle.

Lack of organizational learning

The academy should be constantly studying the problems in
the organization and recommending improvements

Criminal Justice in Cle.

Racial/ethnic/religious bias within the
CDP and between officers and
citizens

Ness assigned officers to match the demographics of the area
they patrolled; this was controversial then as now

Criminal Justice in Cle.,
Wickersham, Eliot Ness

Poor interactions with women

Establish a Women’s Bureau

Criminal Justice in Cle.

Overly sensationalized reporting on
crime

Police should not feed press overly sensational stories

Criminal Justice in Cle.
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The 40’s and 50’s
Professionalization, everyone is doing it..

1940s-1950s Political Climate
●

Partisan politics - Cleveland became increasingly Democratic after the New Deal, but Republicans still regularly win
city-wide office. Black voters begin to shift from being strongly Republican to strongly Democratic.

●

Cleveland is the 7th largest city in the US, with its population peaking at 914k, and the CDP has over 1,900 officers.
Black Clevelanders make up 9% of the population. “White flight” begins as veterans buy homes in suburbs.

●

Crime is down everywhere, nationally, since its peak during Prohibition. Organized crime is rampant, but keeps a
lower profile.

●

Citizens are still concerned with the perceived rise in property crime, particularly juvenile delinquency and robberies.

●

Black Clevelanders raise concerns about their unequal and often brutal treatment by officers. There is enforcement
of segregation in businesses and health care as well as lack of service in black and brown neighborhoods.

●

Reforms form this time are aimed at making police more professional and improving police efficiency.

●

Police organizations begin to flex their political muscle, police re-inforce military discipline and military organization
and military tactics

●

Police infighting and cliques bring morale to a remarkable low
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1940’s - 1950’s
Significant Events*

Significant Documents
Date

Document

Date

Event

1945

Cleveland Bureau of Governmental Research

19411945

World War II

1940

International Association of Chiefs of Police moves
headquarters to Washington D.C. (lobbying)

19311951

End of an Era, Chief George Matowitz 1931-1951

1950’s

First iteration of Civilian Review Boards begin in big
cities

19501953

Korean War

The Cleveland Police Survey
1950

O.W. Wilson, Police Administration, Book

* This list is not intended to be all inclusive. We agree there are many more unmentioned events that are also “significant”
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1945 Cleveland Police Survey

“

there have been no great upheavals in the police force
or its management in the last 25 years.... partisan
politics are not to blame, leadership is.
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1945 Survey Key Recommendations
Problem

Proposed Reform

Same organizational problems discussed in the 20’s and 30s; Conflict
between Chief and Director of Public Safety

Make hierarchy and chain-of-command clearer; Director should be
supervisory to chief

Inadequate training; mediocre performance from police force; lack of
professionalism

Higher education required for entering academy;
streamline academy training, improve recruitment

Aging police force

Mandatory retirement at 55, stabilize pension fund, recruit from
veterans returning from WWII

Police doing non-police work

Have non-officers perform secretarial work; transfer welfare
issues/cases to social service agencies (sanitary unit)

Low morale and problems with the FOP

Disband FOP or change its culture of cliques

Geographical changes

Increase districts to 6 (from 5); add second men to cars; change zone
boundaries
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The 60’s and 70’s
Civil Rights and Police Political Might
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1960s-1970s Political Climate
●

Partisan politics - the city is increasingly Democratic, but Republicans still frequently win city-wide elections.
Divisions revolve less around party and more around race and socioeconomic status.

●

Cleveland elects the first Black mayor of a major American city: Carl Stokes in 1967.

●

By 1970, Cleveland is the tenth largest American city, seeing a population decrease to 750k. That year, the number
of officers peaked just shy of 2500.

●

Cleveland is becoming more segregated, which is exacerbated by white flight. Redlining increases poverty among
Black residents. Black owned businesses and Black majority neighborhoods suffer from descrimiantion.

●

Poverty is also rising, hurting city finances. In 1978 Cleveland is the first major American city to default.

●

The Civil Rights Movement is at its peak and many are calling for police reforms.

●

Crime is rising nationally, including in Cleveland. Hough and Glenville, in particular, are hard hit by the increase in
crime. Organized crime is still powerful, but rival gangs compete for power in the city.

●

Police corruption, misconduct, and poor responses to calls caused many citizens to lose faith in the CDP.

●

Police unions become increasingly powerful and are now able to campaign for and against candidates.

●

Many committees produce reports to encourage police reform.
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1960s
Significant Events*

Significant Documents
Date

Document

Date

Event

1964

Police Report ‘64

1965 - 1973

Vietnam War

1966

Police Services in Cleveland Ohio
(Little Hoover Commission)

1964, 1965

1967

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Ohio State Advisory
Commission: Cleveland’s Unfinished Business in the
Inner City

Civil Rights Movement
Civil Rights Act of 1964
Voting Rights Act of 1965

1964

Jazz Temple Bombing

The President’s Commission on Law Enforcement and
Administration of Justice: The Challenge of Crime in a
Free Society

1965

Ohio Peace Officers Training Commission Created

1966

Miranda V Arizona

National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders,
Kerner Commission

1966

Hough Uprising

1967

Carl Stokes Elected Mayor of Cleveland

1968

Terry V. Ohio

1968

Glenville Uprising

1969

Cleveland Police Patrolmen's Association officially created

1967

1968

* This list is not intended to be all inclusive. We agree there are
many more unmentioned events that are also “significant”
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1970s
Significant Events*

Significant Documents
Date

Document

Date

Event

1970

Confidential Memo on CDP Organization

1971

War on Drugs Declared

1972

Mayor Perk Memo Re: Police Protection for the Citizens
of Cleveland

1972

Frank Serpico NYPD and the Knapp Report

1974

Local Ordinance Interfering with Civil Rights

1975

Headon Consent Decree

1977

Police Ordinances Training and Psychological

1977

Danny Greene bombing

1977

Winston Willis $100,000,000.00 lawsuit filed

1978

Kucinich Fires chief of police

1979

Busing Begins

1973

1973

1974
1974

1974

American Bar Association, Standards of Performance of
the Urban Police Function
Report of the Police National Advisory Commission on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals
Cleveland Grand Jury Report
Preliminary Report Cleveland Mayor’s Crime
Commission & Report of Cleveland Mayor’s Crime
Commission
Cleveland Grand Jury Recommendations

* This list is not intended to be all inclusive. We agree there are many more unmentioned events that are also “significant”
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1966 Cleveland Mini Hoover Commission
Released two weeks prior to the Hough Uprising

“

The problems of police and community relations are so
critical in Cleveland that they warrant immediate and
serious attention leading to the adoption of new
concepts, policies, programs and procedures. Yet,
the division stands aloof from very serious community
problems, and it has no real program directed toward
the analysis of these problems, nor for their solutions.
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1974 Grand Jury Report

“

“we do not mean to condemn certainly an entire
police department but we do mean to make
constructive criticism so that all may benefit by the
same, so that the police department of tomorrow
and the day after will be one of quality, so that it will
be a profession attracting young men, that it will be
the pride of all our citizenry”
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Reform Key Highlights 60’s & 70’s
Problem or Concern

Reform Recommended

Sources recommending

Organizational issues as listed in
previous reports

More formalized power structures; higher standards for
management; look towards private and non-profit sector;
hire outside consultants (or hire a staff to assess)

Hoover, Free Society, Unfinished
Business, Confidential Memo,
CCC

Officers doing clerical and non-police
tasks

Personnel is greatest asset--use it to its full potential before
hiring new officers or getting new equipment; employ
non-officers for non-police work

Hoover; Corruption Exposure

Lack of analysis, inability to plan for
long term

Get a sense of urgency about data collection and analysis

Hoover, ABA

Poor relations with minority
community is critical; officers are
aloof about it

Implement new community relations policies, analyze critical
incidents; Community Service Officers; train recruits and in
service officers on history of African Americans (CRT)

Hoover, Free Society, Unfinished
Business

Dire relations between police and
minority communities

Implement citizen advisory committee to workout conflicts
between police and community; review officer conduct

Unfinished Business,Free
Society, Kerner

Segregated officers, few officers of
color

Hire more officers of color, particularly Black officers; hire a
Black Assistant Safety Director

Hoover, Free Society, Unfinished
Business
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Reform Key Highlights 60’s & 70’s con’t
Problem or Concern

Reform Recommended

Sources recommending

Entry level of police and police
service levels

Three tier system: Community Service Officer, Police Officer,
and Police Agent (college level); recruit college grads

Free Society, ABA, Grand Jury

Crime sensationalism

Give people facts, not sensationalized stories about crime;
let people decide acceptable balance between crime
prevention and civil liberties

Free Society

Police discretion

Community must set standards for discretion, not just
admonish officers for bad discretion

Free Society

Officer training

Improve officer training, include human relations training

Unfinished Business

Officer recruiting and retention,
particularly of Black officers

Offer better pay, improve relationship with minority
communities to encourage recruitment; integrate black
officers into the entire operation of the force

Unfinished Business

Civil unrest and insecurity in minority
neighborhoods

Provide adequate police services; establish fair and effective
grievance procedures; recruit more Black officers

Kerner, Unfinished Business
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Reform Key Highlights 60’s & 70’s con’t
Problem or Concern

Reform Recommended

Sources recommending

Police corruption

“The time has come to stop making excuses and act.” Enable
whistleblowers to go directly to chief--whistleblower
protections, direct inspections from chief and SD; corruption
investigated by prosecutor’s office

Corruption Exposure, Grand
Jury, CCC

Unprofessionalism

Cannot be in bars in uniform, no unauthorized weapons,
frequent inspections; update rules of conduct (circa 1950)

Corruption Exposure

Police unions

Keep union negotiations to wages, benefits, and pension; do
not give up the right to set policies or management rights

ABA

Police political activity

Police have political rights, but should not wear their uniforms
when campaigning--it compromises their objectivity

ABA

Police involvement in policy change

Police should have input into policy, but policymakers and
citizens have final say

ABA, Free society

Transparency

Improve openness and transparency to keep citizens
informed

ABA
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Reform Key Highlights 60’s & 70’s con’t
Problem or Concern

Reform Recommended

Sources recommending

Aging officers and outdated traditions
are ruining morale

Mandatory retirement at 60 or 65; establish Employee Review
Unit to re-evaluate personnel; establish internal affairs and
complaints unit

Grand Jury, CCC

Police work is too siloed; lack of
common values

Rotate officers regularly, more cross meetings, insist all units
have common goals; consistent ethics and morale

Grand Jury, Corruption
Exposure, CCC

A Special Note on Carl Stokes
The nation’s first big city African American mayor

“

My greatest frustration as mayor of Cleveland came through
my futile attempts to reform the Police Department….
When I left office after four years, the Cleveland Police
Department was as politically corrupt, as Byzantine in its
organization, as brutal in its understanding of the sources of
crime, as it was before I came. - Carl Stokes
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The 80’s and 90’s
Community Relations and Stalled Expectations
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1980s -1990s Political Climate
●

Partisan politics - Cleveland is firmly Democratic, but the last Republican Mayor is George Voinovich is
elected in 1980. Race and socioeconomic status remain the principal political divisions.

●

Cleveland continues to lose population, no longer in the top 10, Cleveland is down to 505k in 1990. Black
Clevelanders make up 46% of the population. There are 1,668 sworn officers, of which 26% are Black.

●

There was some economic recovery and economic redevelopment.

●

Organized crime is weakened but not eliminated.

●

Crime across the US reaches its highest levels since Prohibition. This is also the case in Cleveland;
homicides reach their peak in 1991. The crime rate starts to decline in the mid 1990s.

●

Police reform at this time is concerned with modernizing the force, improving community relations,
increasing diversity, and improving performance.
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The 1980’s Plan

“

The department is not striving to break new ground. We are not going
to be at the forefront of police technology; we are not going to conduct
experiments as a result of this plan. We are going to return to traditional
values of public service, working to do as well as possible, the things
which citizens depend on police to do--Be there when they are needed,
be helpful and sensitive, give good service, and be honest in our work
as well as in our acknowledgment that we are not perfect.
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1980s - 1990s
Significant Documents

Significant Events*
Date

Event

1980s-90s

Crack Epidemic

1980

Miami Uprising, Arthur McDuffie homicide, acquittal

Date

Document

1982

CDP Shooting Michael A Woods “no bill”

1980

The 1980’s Plan For Improving CDP Operation

1983

OPS Legislation vetoed by Mayor Voinovich

1983

Final Report of the Mayor’s Committee on
Police-Community Relations

1984

OPS Charter Amendment

1985

Tennessee v. Garner

International Association of Police Chiefs Policing in the
Nineties: A Plan for Managing the Cleveland Police
Department During the Next Decade

1985

CDP Crack Scandal; Police Chief Suspended; Officers Acquitted

1988

OPS Supreme Court Ruling

1990-91

The Gulf War

Recommendations to Increase Diversity/ Minorities on
Public Safety Forces for City of Cleveland Strategic
Report

1991

Rodney King

1992

LA Uprising

1994

Violent Crime and Law Enforcement Act of 1994, 14141
Investigation

1994

Patrick Oliver, First African American Chief of the CDP

1996

St Petersburg Fl Uprising, unarmed Tyron Lewis Homicide

1993

1997

* This list is not intended to be all inclusive. We agree there are
many more unmentioned events that are also “significant”
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Mayor's Committee On Community Police-Relations
Three Questions:
1. How adequate is the current investigative process involving police
shootings of civilians?
2. How adequate is the current police procedure for resolving complaints
against police officers?
3. How effective is the current Mayor’s police complaint panel?

“

These questions are important ones to a community that is deeply concerned about the role,
conduct and attitude of a police department that often appears to be indifferent to the public.
In turn, these questions are important to the Cleveland Police Department, an organization
consisting of individuals who often perform thankless tasks under less than ideal conditions.
Each needs the other to attain mutual goals of crime prevention and the maintenance of order
within Cleveland Community, and the resolution of these and related questions is essential to
successful attainment of those goals.
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Reform Key Highlights 80’s & 90’s
Problem or Concern

Reform Recommended

Sources recommending

Organizational challenges; outdated
policies

New programs for improving the CDP, new program for
administrative rulemaking, restructure units

1980, 1990s

Recruitment, particularly minority
recruitment, promotions

Commitment to affirmative action, improve civil service
entrance and promotional exams, make policing more
attractive to minorities--establish partnerships with schools

1980, Strategic Report

Leadership

Improve training for at all levels, supervisors will be evaluated
by employees; teaching leaders to accept change

1980, 1990s

Current investigative process for
police involved shootings

Employ Force Incident Team; use data to analyze UOF
incidents; highlight officers who deescalate as models; use
UOF reports to assess need for training

Mayor’s Committee

Current procedure to resolve
complaints against officers

Abolish Mayor’s complaint panel; elected or appointed civilian
authority will rule on serious cases; Law Dept. for minor

Mayor’s Committee; 1900s

Community Relations

Address concerns of the growing Hispanic community;
continued on next slide

1990s, Strategic Report
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Reform Key Highlights 80’s & 90’s, con’t
Problem or Concern

Reform Recommended

Sources recommending

Community Relations con’t

Establish an open and receptive climate for minorities to work
with officers and maintain minorities’ interest

Strategic Report

Union contracts

Increase managerial flexibility, accountability of command
staff

1990s

Education

Raise educational standards for entry; every officer must
know and be accountable for policy

1990s

Police doing non-police work

Have civilians do civilian work “civilianize certain tasks”

1990s

Mini-stations

Praise for mini stations however Integrate mini-stations
leadership into police districts; too involved in politics

1990s

Analysis

Improve data collection and analysis to help fight crime

1990s

The 2000’s to present
The DOJ is the Way
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2000s
Significant Events*

Significant Documents
Date

Document

Date

Event

2004

Memorandum of Agreement Between the U.S.
Department of Justice and the City of Cleveland
Regarding Holding Cell Facilities Operated by the
Cleveland Division of Police

2001

Mary Bounds, First African American Police Woman
Chief of Cleveland

2000

FBI Investigation into CDP “Organized Racism”; Finds
Insufficient Evidence

2000 2012

Time Magazine ACLU Timeline of Major Cleveland
Police Department Controversies

2002

Craig Bickerstaff Homicide CDP Shooting

2002

DOJ Investigation Letter Re: Investigation of Cleveland
Division of Police

2002, 2003,
2005

DOJ Investigations and Memorandum

2003

DOJ Investigation Letter Re: Investigation of Cleveland
Division of Police Central Prison Unit and Holding Cell
Facilities

2006

Frank Jackson Elected Mayor

2007

Angelo Miller Homicide CDP Shooting

2005

Memorandum of Agreement Between the U.S.
Department of Justice and City of Cleveland Regarding
Holding Cell Facilities Operated By the Cleveland
Division of Police
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* This list is not intended to be all inclusive. We agree there are many
more unmentioned events that are also “significant”
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2010s - Present
Significant Events*

Significant Documents
Date

Document

Date

Event

2015

President Obama's Task force on 21st Century Policing

2013

Black Lives Matter Movement

2018

Police Use of Force: An Examination of Modern
Policing Practices U.S. COmmission on Civil Rights

2014

DOJ Investigation

2014

Tamir Rice

2014

Blue Lives Matter Movement

2015

Consent Decree

2016

Issue 33 OPS Changes

2018

Serial Podcast Season Three

2020

May 30th Cleveland Uprising

2021

Frank Jackson Retires

2021

Issue 24 Civilian Oversight

2020

Presidential Commission on Law Enforcement and the
Administration of Justice Releases Final Report

* This list is not intended to be all inclusive. We agree there are
many more unmentioned events that are also “significant”
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2000s - 2010s Political Climate
●

Partisan politics - Cleveland is one of the bluest cities in America, all partisan elected officials are
Democrats. Major racial, socioeconomic, geographic, and generational divisions continue to exist.

●

The police are politically disconnected from residents: the CPPA endorsed Donald Trump in 2016 -Clinton received 82% of the vote in Cleveland.

●

By 2020 Cleveland's population is down to 372k, Black Clevelanders make up 48% of the population.
Cleveland still has 1,613 officers, 23% of which are Black, a lower percentage than in the 1990s.

●

The Great Recession hit Cleveland hard -- and despite an influx of young professionals Cleveland still
has more people living in poverty than any other American city.

●

Crime, while lower than in the 1990s is still a major concern among residents. Organized crime is less
organized but still a problem.

●

A long string of high profile incidents drive reform in Cleveland. Internet and Social media solidify the
police reform movement across the United States.
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Reform Key Highlights 2000’s to Present
Areas needing reform, according to the DOJ:
•

Community engagement

•

Discipline

•

Building community trust

•

Transparency

•

Community & problem-oriented policing (CPOP)

•

Oversight

•

Bias-free policing,

•

Officer support

•

Use-of-force,

•

Supervision

•

Crisis intervention,

•

Data collection and analysis, assessment,
and enforcement.

•

Constitutional policing/civil rights

•

•

Police accountability

Citizen participation and leadership is also
emphasized.

While the terminology and some particular details have changed, the 462 paragraphs of the 2015
Consent Decree largely repeat the recommendations we have seen over the last 100 years.
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The “Pillars” of 21st Century Policing
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Nine Politically Recycled Police Reform Efforts

#1

CHANGE NUMBER OF DISTRICTS, STATIONS and ZONES

#2

MANPOWER

#3

LEADERSHIP

Add or delete districts, eliminate mini-stations then bring them back

It’s easier to throw people at crime then make the ones we have efficient
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Change personalities and the problem goes away; Have em bring friends to the party
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Nine Politically Recycled Police Reform Efforts

#4

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

#5

ADD POLICY AND TECHNICAL TRAINING

#6

LETS RECRUIT DIFFERENTLY

Centralize, decentralize, repeat. Specialization without strategy or mastery.

Use buzz words like community policing and put certificates in files.
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Yet graduate more of the same….
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Nine Politically Recycled Police Reform Efforts

#7

MORE PUBLIC DISCIPLINE NOW!
Heads will roll, then get put back on (see #9). Note: Make sure the media sees the first part.
Hey prosecutor, you got this from here right????

#8

TECHNOLOGY

#9

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENTS

New toys bring joy and a sense of doing something. Spend the $$$
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Reform? let’s discuss this with our lawyers
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The reform roads less taken

#1

Local Legislation and Charter Amendments

#2

Statewide referendums and legislation

#3

Court Agreements
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A note on legislation; You have to use it
§ 135.39 Personnel Counselor; Duties and Functions

§ 135.37 Annual Police In-service Training Program

§ 615.13 Interfering with Civil Rights

There is hereby established, within the office of the Director of Public Safety
a position to be known as Personnel Counselor. It shall be the duty of such
Personnel Counselor to work with the Civil Service Commission in setting up
standards and criteria for the measurement and rating of on the job
performance of each uniformed member of the Division of Police, together
with a psychological evaluation of the individual’s ability to perform the tasks
presently assigned to him or her.

There is hereby authorized and established an annual in-service training
program within the Police Academy, Division of Police, containing a
maximum forty (40) hours curricula, reflecting the activities and duties
relating to each separate rank within the Division of Police.

(a) No public servant, under color of his or her office, employment or authority,
shall knowingly deprive, conspire or attempt to deprive any person of a
constitutional or statutory right.

In addition, such Personnel Counselor shall personally interview each
member of the uniform ranks, at least once in every two (2) year period, to
evaluate the personal attitudes, difficulties and strengths of such personnel,
so as to offer advice and assistance to such personnel as relates to his or her
on- the-job performance and to make recommendations to the Director of
Public Safety as to the proper job assignment of such personnel, to maximize
the proper utilization of manpower in the Division of Police.
The Personnel Counselor shall keep written records of his or her evaluations
and reports, which records shall be kept confidential and not open to public
inspection; provided however such information as is obtained by such
Personnel Counselor may be utilized in any authorized study or report,
without using the name of any individual member of the Division of Police.
The Personnel Counselor may be a person assigned from the uniformed
ranks or outside of the uniform ranks, but shall possess at least an
undergraduate degree, from a recognized college or university, in the field of
psychology or personnel psychology. The status within the uniform ranks, if
appointed from the uniform ranks to the position of Personnel Counselor, and
while serving therein, shall remain unchanged and no vacancy shall accrue to
the uniform ranks thereby. Notwithstanding the compensation fixed by this
section, the Personnel Counselor shall not acquire any rights to promotion
other than such rights to promotion which apply to the rank held at the time
of appointment as Personnel Counselor.
The annual compensation to be fixed by the Director of Public Safety shall be
within the schedule of compensation hereby established:

The curricula and instruction shall be established by experts in their
respective fields, outside of the ranks of the Division of Police, and may
include private guest lecturers and instructors. Such curricula may also
contain any printed, graphic or electrically produced material.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of interfering with civil rights, a
misdemeanor of the first degree.
(RC 2921.45; Ord. No. 54-74. Passed 3-25-74, eff. 4-1-74)

The curricula and instruction, within each respective rank, shall be free of
cultural, racial, and sexual bias and shall be job-related.
In addition, such course instruction shall include, but not limited to, such
subjects as community relations, individual and group psychology, crowd
control, race relations, proper procedures in evidence gathering and
preservation, basic legal instruction regarding constitutional law and laws
relating to apprehension and arrest of persons and the lawful obtaining of
evidence, and such other job-related skill training and skill upgrading in basic
police crime prevention and detection techniques, utilizing the latest
available and most effective police science techniques.
Whenever possible, such curricula and instruction shall include innovative
pilot projects and programs, approved by the Director of Public Safety, with
emphasis in the areas of crime prevention, and detection, including but not
limited to the use of police personnel in plain clothes or undercover
capacities, especially in the areas of violent crimes against the person and all
drug related offenses.
Nothing contained in this section shall prevent the establishment of any
program of higher education for police personnel with any recognized
institution of higher learning.
(Ord. No. 1126-75. Passed 7-25-77, eff. 8-1-77)

(Ord. No. 1126-75. Passed 7-25-77, eff. 8-1-77)
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What have we achieved?
•

There is more diversity in the Division, but still does not mirror clevelands populations.

•

Large scale “organized criminal corruption” appears to have been addressed. We are now focused on
personal misconduct.

•

There is more consideration of the Constitution in policy now then then any period of time in the Division’s
history. In some instances policy goes beyond the Constitution.

•

There is significant pencil policy change in 100 years. This is especially true due to the Consent Decree.
This is the easiest change to achieve, the quality and efficacy is not typically measured historically.

•

Use of force is down currently. However, there is no agreement on why or for how long.

•

The complaint process is currently more efficient then it has ever been.

•

Body cameras add a large amount of public transparency.
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What are the lessons we are not learning?
•

Cultural change; It will take more than providing training, adding diversity or changing policy.

•

We have never really “raised the bar”. Not to the levels recommended going back as far as 1922.

•

The shadow organizations in Cleveland Division of Police are a problem. They must be addressed. Period.

•

We continue to ignore generations of knowledge; we should search for what we have not tried and take the
hard road; i.e., raising educational bar

•

Trust will not be achieved through a public relations campaign or a few statistics that show brief
improvement

•

Openness and transparency matter. Collective brain power of academia, the private sector and others will
help this organization grow but only if it can see into it unobstructed.

•

Human relations, not just discipline, but organizational management and organizational psychology must be
a key characteristic of police leadership. Police experience should be the lesser required trait.
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What are the lessons we are not learning?
•

We are not taking a data driven, scientific empirical approach to policing, organizational issues or crime.
We are guessing and relying on tradition or experience.

•

Long term planning with key performance indicators and continuity in leadership commitment must occur.
The Consent Decree should be considered a starting point, not a finish line.

•

Look to private sector leadership and management practices, phase out top down, military style
organizational principles.

•

Use Civilians. One of the primary issues with lack of service is officers doing civilian work or “special
details” for 100 years.
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Bad habits that slow reform
•

Police marketing tactics and false narratives

•

Crime sensationalism

•

Police involved in politics and politicians involved in police operations

•

Using best guesses instead of empirical research into what works

•

Retrying and rebranding failed programs; passing them off as new

•

Short term funding commitments

•

Cutting and pasting programs from other places without consideration for Cleveland specific factors

•

Deficit based reactionary approach that ignores what is working in favor of focus on what’s not

•

Defensiveness against constructive criticism

•

Underestmating extent of problem or overinflating results of the reform chosen to fix it

•

Rhetoric
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Timeless Unproductive Rhetoric & Tactics
Rhetoric

Observed in

Comments

“outside agitators”

1919 May Day Riots, 1966 Hough, 2020 George
Floyd Protests

Outside foreigners who are not citizens of
Cleveland
“Communists stirring up black neighborhoods”
Antifa and Outside BLM agitators not from
Cleveland..

Us V. Them

1931 Wickersham

“categorical denial”, partial denial or downplaying
wrongdoing

Bad Apples

1974 Knapp Report

“it’s just a few bad apples”; It’s often a bushel and
according to many reports focus on the rotten
basket they are in.

Handcuffed
(1967)(1980)(2015)(2021)
/ “stranglehold” (1945)

1945 Police Survey, Violent Crime (1967)

Result of Wickersham report and courts/ state
legislatures enacting constitutional reforms AND
FOP lobbying to enact pension rights as well as
protections against discipline at state level and
courts upholding. Repeated in
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Timeless Unproductive Rhetoric & Tactics
Rhetoric

Observed in

Comments

“Blue Flue” “Work
Stoppage” “Less
aggressive and citizens
will suffer”

1960’s & 1970’s as investigations and
accountability increased .
1986 “Sick out” protest against commander
2017 Steve Loomis CPPA: Officers are still
responding to calls but are less likely to do
“proactive policing” ... “The bad guys are
winning”

Police will be less “aggressive” and citizens will
suffer as a result of reform attempts then call for
police. These tactics are counter to the definition
of service in every way.

“It’s the systems fault”

1967 Challenge of Crime in a Free Society

Yes, the system works but an officer is the face
of the system. They must uphold the integrity
and spirit of civil service, not blame the system.
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The legacy of all this

“

What is the use of evidence if there
is no will to take action?
- Dr. Alan Curtis, last surviving member of the Kerner Commission

“

The definition of insanity is doing
the same thing over and over again
and expecting a different result.
- Unknown, general societal wisdom
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What’s Next
Call to
Action

?

We call on citizens, academia, foundations and other
government organizations to join us in taking a deeper
dive into this information, ask and answer more questions.
• What is the economic impact
of all this effort of reform?
• What is the cost of the roller
coaster ride?
• What has been particularly
successful and how do we
repeat it?
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• How do we end the cycle of
reactive reform and bring
lasting changes?
• How do we co-create a more
fair, just and equitable policing
system for the future?
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Notes
Space to write your notes
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